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At-a-glance definitions, with links to  
related entries across Oxford Reference 

Oxford Reference  
answers with authority 

Oxford Quick Reference
A foundation of 135+ core academic subject, language, and 
quotations dictionaries, plus exclusive online-only content all 
carefully vetted to provide trusted answers. Updated monthly  
to ensure accurate fact-checking.

Subscriptions available for Institutions and Individuals
Example titles in collection:

•  A Guide to Countries of the World
•  The Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy
•  A Dictionary of Ecology
•  The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Politics
•  The Oxford Dictionary of Music

Oxford Reference Library
200+ in-depth and specialized titles from Oxford’s acclaimed 
Encyclopedias and Companions, and a selection of partner 
publishers’ scholarly works offer deeper research opportunities 
available than with Quick Reference entries. 

Title by Title Perpetual Access for Institutions
Example titles in collection:
•  The Oxford Classical Dictionary
•  The Grove Encyclopedia of American Art
•  Encyclopedia of Evolution
•  The Oxford Companion to the Book
•  The Oxford Encyclopedia of Ancient Greece and Rome

Oxford Reference Premium 
Oxford’s signature subscription package. Includes both  
the foundational Oxford Quick Reference service plus  
a selection of more in-depth, single-volume works from 
Reference Library, many of them Oxford Companions.

Premium Subscription Package for Institutions
Example titles in collection:
•  The Oxford Companion to English Literature
•  The Oxford Dictionary of the Classical World
•  The Oxford Companion to Archaeology
•  A Dictionary of Zoology 
•  The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations

No matter the collection you access, your users  
can always explore the following tools:

Each subject is represented with a unique landing page,  
featuring links to all relevant titles in Oxford Reference,  

free sample content, and interviews with experts in the field.

Oxford Reference Collections
Flexible options allow you to craft the best reference package for your patrons. 

Guide for Institutions and Libraries

Please contact:  
oxfordonline@oup.com (US Customers) or onlinesubscriptions@oup.com  

(UK and Rest of World) for a free trial or further information. 

www.oxfordreference.com

Oxford Reference Delivers

Freely Accessible Content

Historic Timelines 

Essential Quotations

Overview Pages

Oxford Reference is the digital home of 
Oxford’s quality reference publishing, 

hosting two million entries and  
 350+ titles across two collections: 

Oxford Quick Reference and  
Oxford Reference Library. 

The Best of  
Oxford Reference!
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